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From ODP Viewpoint Consistency to Integrated
Formal Methods
Eerke A. Boitena,∗, John Derrickb
a School

of Computing, University of Kent
Canterbury, Kent, CT2 7NF, UK
b Department of Computer Science, University of Sheffield,
Sheffield, S1 4DP, UK

Abstract
Questions asked by research into ODP Viewpoint Consistency led to fundamental questions in refinement and contributed greatly to insights and interest in
Integrated Formal Methods; research in those areas is still ongoing, while the
answers provided remain largely unincorporated into model driven development.
In this paper we survey some of the work done on consistency checking for
multiple viewpoints, and subsequent work on generalised notions of refinement,
which in turn led to work on integrations of state-based and behavioural formal
methods.
Keywords: ODP viewpoints, consistency, behavioural and state based
specification, refinement

1. Introduction
In 1994 at the Computing Laboratory of the University of Kent at Canterbury, a new research team was formed looking at formal methods for distributed
systems, initially consisting of Howard Bowman and John Derrick with the support of Peter Linington. Distributed systems standards were of particular interest to this group, and thus initial research concentrated on the issues raised by
the emerging ODP model. A central research project of the group was “Cross
Viewpoint Consistency in ODP” (1995-1997) [21], funded by EPSRC with additional support from BT Research; Eerke Boiten joined as a research associate
and Maarten Steen as a PhD student. This work continued in EPSRC funded
projects “ODP Viewpoints in a Development Framework” (1998-2001) [54] and
“A Constructive Framework for Partial Specification” (2000-2003) [19].
In this paper, we describe how the issues explored initially in the context
of consistency checking of ODP viewpoint specifications have set off research in
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three directions:
• general theories of development and consistency, with implications for
model driven development (Section 2);
• sophisticated notions of refinement, and thus also of abstraction (Section
3);
• integration of state-based and behavioural formalisms (Section 4).
The latter two topics are still subject of active research by the authors. In this
paper we very briefly sketch some of the work in this area, and the subsequent
sections detail in turn some work in each of the three directions mentioned
above.
2. General Theories of Development and Consistency
A framework like the ODP reference model lends itself to the use of formal
description techniques. Indeed, formal description has been extensively employed in Open Distributed Processing [41, 22, 57, 55, 58, 53]. Within ODP,
formal description was viewed as enabling precise and unambiguous interpretation of ODP standards, which is after all the familiar motivation for employing
FDTs in standardization activities. However, the spectrum of FDT usage in
ODP is both extensive and diverse, as is the range of available FDTs. For
example, LOTOS [12, 44], Estelle [45] and SDL [18] are targeted at issues of
explicit concurrency and interaction (specifying ordering and synchronisation of
abstract events). In contrast, approaches such as Z [62] and VDM [49] address
specification of software systems in terms of data state change.
Importantly, none of these FDTs fully addressed the needs of all the viewpoints appearing in the Open Distributed Processing standard, since the remit
of systems covered by the standard is extremely broad, encompassing, for example, both information modelling and description of engineering infrastructures.
Initial explorations of how to best specify the particular viewpoints [39, 16]
suggested that in particular the information viewpoint could be represented in
a data-rich formalism like Z [62]. The computational viewpoint, on the other
hand, fits more naturally with a behavioural formalism – for example LOTOS
[12] which was developed and applied in the context of telecommunications
standardisation.
Thus, in exploring cross viewpoint consistency for ODP, we were faced with
the issue of reconciling multiple specifications, potentially in widely varying formal models, e.g., languages such as Z and LOTOS. Cross viewpoint consistency
needs to be distinguished from “internal” consistency, i.e., whether any requirements in a single specification contradict each other – this may occur in some
(e.g., logic based) formalisms, but not in others (e.g., process algebras) – which
is a largely independent issue.
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2.1. A small example
A simple example illustrates some of the issues, and is taken from [6], where
we specify a communications protocol (an abstraction of the Signalling System
No. 7 protocol described in [42]) from two viewpoints - loosely based on the
computational and engineering viewpoints. The former is specified in LOTOS,
and the latter, because it is heavily state dependent, in Z. We assume readers
are broadly familiar with the notations used.
Computational Viewpoint in LOTOS: The protocol is specified in terms
of two sequences in and out (which represent messages that have arrived in the
protocol (in), and those that have been forwarded (out)). Incoming messages
are added to the left of in, and the messages contained in in but not in out
represent those currently inside the protocol.
The protocol delivers without corrupting or re-ordering, i.e., the out sequence
is a suffix of the in sequence. Messages are of type element, which contains a
distinguished value null.
In the data typing part of the LOTOS specification one needs to specify
an algebraic type seq of sequences, most of which is omitted below. The main
part is the process specification, where two actions model the behaviour of the
protocol, i.e., the transmission and reception of messages. The transmit action
accepts a new message and adds it to the in sequence. The receive action
either delivers the latest value as an output (which is then also added to the
output sequence), or a null value is output, modelling the environment’s “busy
waiting” (in which case out is unaltered). Initially, no messages have been sent.
The specification can be written:
specification
type seq is element, bool, nat with
sorts seq
opns empty seq :→ seq
add : element, seq → seq
6=: seq, seq → bool
first : seq → element
last : seq → element
front : seq → seq
− : seq, seq → seq
cat : seq, seq → seq
# : seq → nat
eqns
(* most characterising equations for operations omitted *)
forall x , y : element, q : seq
ofsort element
last(add (x , empty seq)) = x
last(add (x , add (y, q))) = last(add (y, q))
endtype
behaviour
Protocol [transmit, receive](empty seq, empty seq)
3

where
process Protocol [transmit, receive](in, out : seq) : noexit :=
transmit?x : element; Protocol [transmit, receive](add (x , in), out)
[]
receive!null ; Protocol [transmit, receive](in, out)
[]
[in 6= out] →receive!last(in − out);
Protocol [transmit, receive](in, add (last(in − out), out))
endproc
endspec
Engineering Viewpoint in Z: This viewpoint describes the route the
messages take through the medium in terms of a number of sections represented
by a non-empty sequence of signalling point codes (SPC). Each section may
send and receive messages of type M , and those that have been received but
not yet sent on are said to be in the section. The messages pass through the
sections in order. In the state schema, ins i represents the messages currently
inside section i , rec i the messages that have been received by section i , and
sent i the messages that have been sent onwards from section i . The state and
initialization schemas can be described by
[M , SPC ]
Section
route : iseq SPC
rec, ins, sent : seq(seq M )

InitSection
Section ′

route 6= h i
#route = #rec = #ins = #sent
rec = ins a asent
front sent = tail rec

∀ i : dom route •
rec i = ins i = sent i = h i

where aa denotes pairwise concatenation of the two sequences (so for every i
we have rec i = ins i a sent i ). The predicate front sent = tail rec ensures that
messages that are sent from one section are those that have been received by the
next. This specification also has operations to transmit and receive messages:
Transmit
∆Section
m? : M

Receive
∆Section
m! : M

route ′ = route
head rec ′ = hm?i a (head rec)
tail rec ′ = tail rec
sent ′ = sent

route ′ = route ∧ rec ′ = rec
front ins ′ = front ins
last ins ′ = front(last ins)
front sent ′ = front sent
m! = last(last ins)
last sent ′ = hm!i a (last sent)
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In this viewpoint, the new message received is added to the first section in
the route in Transmit, and Receive will deliver from the last section in the route.
In the computational viewpoint, messages arrive non-deterministically, but in
this viewpoint the progress of the messages through the sections is modelled
explicitly. To do this we use an internal action Daemon which chooses which
section will make progress in terms of message transmission. The oldest message is then transfered to the following section, and nothing else changes. The
important part of this operation is:
Daemon
∆Section
∃ i : 1..#route − 1 | ins i 6= h i •
ins ′ i = front(ins i )
ins ′ (i + 1) = hlast(ins i )i a ins(i + 1)
∀ j : dom route | j 6= i ∧ j 6= i + 1 • ins ′ j = ins j
Even with a small example one can see that viewpoints might be written
in very different languages, they might describe data types (and even types) in
different ways, they might have operations and/or events in one viewpoint that
are not in the other, etc The central question our work addressed was thus:
how to reconcile two viewpoints written, as in the above example, in possibly
different languages, with these types of differing attributes? The reconciliation
will depend on whether the viewpoints are consistent.
2.2. Viewpoint consistency
Viewpoint methods were already common in requirements engineering [36,
35] but the problem of checking consistency between viewpoint specifications
given in formal notations [3] did not have any ready made solutions beyond
translating all viewpoints into a low level common language like predicate logic
[68]. Inspired by Leduc’s work on development relations for LOTOS [51] we
developed a general theory of development relations [17, 9] encompassing:
• refinement relations within a formal notation;
• conformance and implementation relations, between formal notations and
implementation notations;
• translations between different formal notations.
There were two crucial realisations in working this out in detail. The first was
that a viewpoint specification – particularly in a language with multiple development relations – does not necessarily speak for itself: we also need to know
how it is expected to relate to any final implementation, i.e., a viewpoint specification consists of a specification and a development relation. For example, in
the above scenario one would need to know which LOTOS conformance relation was to be used as the implementation check before one could meaningfully
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perform a consistency check between the two viewpoints. The second is that in
order to combine, compare, and generally relate two viewpoint specifications, we
need to know how their components and named elements relate to each other.
For example, how do the components in the LOTOS data type and process
specification relate to the state and operations given in the second Z viewpoint
specification - that is, how do the types, operations and other aspects (compare
in, out with rec and sent) relate? This is, of course, the reflection of the ODP
concept of a correspondence. Taking these into account,
• we would consider collections of pairs (spec, dev ) where spec is a specification, and dev is an associated development relations, with correspondence
relations between the different specifications in the collection;
• consistency of such a collection is then defined as the existence of a common image under the respective development relations, respecting and
taking into account the various correspondences.
For ODP, such collections could directly correspond to the predefined viewpoints, or they could be of even smaller granularity. Constructive consistency
checking does not actually require the construction of such a shared image (implementation?) – it may be possible to construct instead a higher level specification which correctly reflects the requirements of all viewpoints, called a
unification. In the context of the example above this may well be a single specification written in either LOTOS or Z which encapsulates all of the requirements
given by the two viewpoints in a single description.
This is what is refered to in the many category theory based methods for
partial specification as a “push-out”; however, those methods tend to stop at
proving their existence, whereas in practice they need to be constructed syntactically. For a language like LOTOS this may be hard [17], but for the special
case where all viewpoints are written in Z we have shown how this can be done
[5]. An overview, with detailed case study, of our general methods applied to
ODP viewpoint consistency is given in [6]. In the next subsection we briefly
explain how some of these ideas apply to the example introduced above.
2.3. Interlude - example revisited
The correspondences in the above example are fairly straightforward - the
protocol transmits one type of message, so M and element should be identified.
Moreover, the operations and actions described in the two viewpoints are different perspectives of the same function, so we should link Transmit to transmit
and Receive to receive (and implicitly the inputs and outputs of the operations
are identified). Finally, it is clear that in and out in the LOTOS viewpoint in
some way represent information that is also represented by rec, ins and sent
in the Z viewpoint. However, this is not a matter of simply identifying these
components, rather we note that they are related via the following predicate:
head rec = in ∧ last sent = out. So these correspondences can then be docu-
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mented as a relation
{(M , element), (Transmit, transmit), (Receive, receive), (head rec, in),
(last sent, out)}
With these correspondences in place, one can now check for consistency. Here
the viewpoints are written in Z and LOTOS, and we return to the problem in
Section 4 when we discuss integrating state-based and behavioural specification
languages.
2.4. Viewpoints in UML and MDD
The most popular incarnation of multiple-paradigm, multiple-viewpoint specification has of course been for many years UML and Model Driven Development. Curiously, this community is interested in correct implementation (automated, through transformations, where possible), to some extent in refinement,
and in consistency between different models and model types, but not in underpinning this with a fixed semantics for the notations. We have shown at
various UML workshops on consistency how our ODP inspired techniques also
apply in the UML context [23, 7] – however, these papers also point out the
fundamental issue, evident from our general theory if not already self-evident,
that there is virtually an equivalence between a specification language having
a semantics, having a notion of consistency, and having a notion of refinement.
Thus, for as long as the MDD community agrees to disagree on a common semantics for their notations, their notions of consistency and refinement (and
correct implementation) must necessarily be poor approximations.
3. Liberalised Refinement
Our general theory of consistency checking as described above concentrates
on finding common refinements of different viewpoint specifications. However,
looking at concrete examples, it became clear that the standard refinement
relations for most specification languages are too restrictive for this usage. In
particular, looking at the different ODP viewpoints and their correspondences,
we noticed that
• viewpoints may omit any mention of operations and data which are irrelevant to their particular concerns;
• viewpoints may abstract from detailed control mechanisms, inputs, and
outputs, that will appear for the same operation in a different viewpoint;
• viewpoints may view at different levels of granularity: what appears as a
simple action in one, may be a sequence of actions in another one; some
of these actions may be “internal”, outside the environment’s control.
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Even with a very simple example like the one above some of these issues are already present, and none of these issues is accounted for in standard Z refinement,
and not all of them are addressed for process algebras like LOTOS.
Thus, initially driven by the desire to allow a wider variety of abstraction in
viewpoint specifications written in Z, we explored more general notions of refinement for Z, including weak refinement (introducing internal actions), action
refinement, and I/O refinement. An overview of these is given in [8], and full
details of all of them are in a research monograph [27]. Here we briefly recount
the main details.
The standard method of verifying refinements in Z (and other state-based
languages such as B, event-B etc) is to use simulations, of which there are two
varieties - downward and upward (confusingly also sometimes called forward and
backward resp.). Each of these is sound (i.e, the use of a downward simulation
is a valid refinement etc), and together they are jointly complete.
The theory of data refinement this is based on is that described by He Jifeng,
Hoare and Sanders [43] which provides a useful model of program development
in terms of abstract data types for which the set of operations is known already.
However, there were restrictions, e.g., the abstract data types (ADTs) were assumed to have identical sets of operations, i.e., they were conformal. Moreover,
the application of this theory in languages like Z [62] further restricted this
context. There the emphasis in the early work on refinement in Z was on the incomplete forward simulation rule, forbidding postponement of non-determinism;
and it was implied that input and output were immutable (i.e., in a refinement
step, inputs and outputs could not change). Later work [66, 63, 4] has relaxed
these unnecessary restrictions by more fully exploiting the theory of [43] as well
as generalising it at key points.
This was necessary in the context of viewpoints because such partial specifications may mention only aspects of the system of relevance to their particular
viewpoint. For example, only part of the external interface for an operation
may appear in a given viewpoint, and we require that the common refinement
(constructed in a consistency check) can add to, or alter, this interface (i.e., the
IO of an operation). This required a more liberal notion of refinement. Consider
the following small example, taken from [8]:
A two-dimensional world, in which an object moves about and its movement
and position can be observed, is represented with state space 2D, initialisation
Init and two operations Move and Where:
2D
x, y : Z

Move
∆2D

Init
2D

Where
Ξ2D
x !, y! : Z

x =y =0

x ! = x ′ ∧ y! = y ′
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As Where is total and deterministic, it cannot be refined any further (without
change of state space). Possible operation refinements for Move in the standard
theory include the following:
DontMove
Ξ2D

Swap
∆2D
x ′ = y ∧ y′ = x

StepLeft
∆2D

StepRight
∆2D

x ′ = x − 1 ∧ y′ = y

x ′ = x + 1 ∧ y′ = y

However, the following, seemingly valid developments are not valid refinements:
Adding inputs and outputs a system where Move does not simply have a
non-deterministic result, but there is external control that we were previously unaware of, i.e. Move is replaced by
Translate
∆2D
x ?, y? : Z
x ′ = x + x ? ∧ y ′ = y + y?
This is not a valid refinement, because Translate has inputs that Move
did not have.
Changing the type of inputs and outputs a system where the output of
Where is in polar coordinates – also not allowed because conformity enforces identical output types.
Replicating operations a system where various kinds of Move are possible
that we did not distinguish above, e.g. Move is replaced by both StepLeft
and StepRight.
Adding internal operations a system which introduces an internal clock,
which is left unchanged by Move and Where but incremented by an in-
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ternal operation Tick , e.g.
Timed 2D
x , y, clock : Z

TWhere
ΞTimed 2D
x !, y! : Z

TInit
Timed 2D

x ! = x ′ ∧ y! = y ′

x = y = clock = 0

Tick
∆Timed 2D

TMove
∆Timed 2D

clock ′ = clock + 1
x ′ = x ∧ y′ = y

clock ′ = clock

See also the example above, where the internal operation Daemon was
introduced in the second viewpoint.
Adding an external operation a system where an additional (external) operation is available, e.g.
Reset
∆2D
x ′ = y′ = 0
which is not viewed as a concrete occurrence of Move (although as it
happens, Reset does refine Move).
To deal with such developments one can generalise the standard definition
of refinement in a number of ways:
IO refinement. In the standard model operations and their more concrete
versions are required to have identical inputs and outputs. This requirement
can be traced back to the conformity condition on the ADTs when interpreting
the original theory in Z. In fact this condition can be relaxed to produce IO
refinement rules (i.e., simulation rules) that are (still) a consequence of the data
refinement theorems of Jifeng He, Hoare and Sanders.
These simulation rules use input and output transformers to change the
representation of the inputs and outputs in a manner similar to the change of
state space in a data refinement as achieved by the retrieve relation. There are
some simple conditions on these transformers: input transformers must be total
on the abstract input: every abstract input must still be allowable. Similarly,
output transformers should be injective from abstract output to concrete output: different abstract outputs should be distinguishable by leading to different
concrete outputs.
The most obvious instances of simple input refinement are:
• addition of an input whose value is not used in the new operation;
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• replacement of an input by an isomorphic one (total bijective input transformer)
The replacement of Move by Translate can now be justified in two steps: the
first is a simple input refinement step introducing inputs x ? and y? which are
not used. The corresponding input transformer takes the input of Move – there
was none, so it is the empty tuple – and relates it to any pair x ?, y? : Z. The
second step is then an operation refinement, reducing the non-determinism by
using x ? and y?.
Similarly one can define simple output refinements, the most obvious instances include:
• addition of an output whose value does not depend on the state;
• replacement of an output by an isomorphic one (total bijective output
transformer)
The version of Where which returns polar coordinates as its output is of course
an instance of a total bijective output transformer.
Adding internal operations. To deal with the addition of internal or unobservable operations in a state-based context of refinement one can either view
them as stuttering steps or generalise the existing standard theory further. The
full generality is given by the latter course of action, and that draws inspiration
from the use of internal events in a process algebra. This results in a set of weak
refinement rules [26] that ensure the observable behaviour of the refined ADT
is a valid refinement of the observable behaviour of the original ADT.
To do so we still assume the sets of observable operations in a refinement
are conformal (i.e, the same in each), but we extend the notion of a data type
to additionally include a set of internal operations, and the rules allow the
introduction or removal of internal operations during a refinement. We then
move from the application of a single observable operation Op to a situation
where a finite number of internal operations are allowed before and after the
occurrence of that operation, as is typical in a process algebraic definition.
a
a
Specifically, this corresponds to the change from P −→ Q to P =⇒ Q in a
process algebra when internal (i.e. unobservable) actions are taken into account.
Using this definition of refinement, one can derive simulation rules for verifying
particular examples such as the one above (e.g., the refinement into Timed 2D).
Adding visible operations. To cope with the example above, where we
wished to replicate an existing visible operation, one needs a further generalisation where we would give an explicit mapping from the abstract index set
to the concrete index set. This mapping needs to be total (every abstract
operation has at least one concrete counterpart) and injective (every concrete
operation reflects at most one abstract operation). This generalisation is compatible with others defined above, and allows the addition of visible operations
without adding ones that fundamentally alter the behaviour in a specification.
Action, or non-atomic, refinement. A key aspect of viewpoints in general
is that they are not necessarily at the same level of abstraction. In terms of
11

behavioural specifications this means that an event or operation in one viewpoint
might well be implemented by not one, but a sequence of concrete operations in
the eventual system. Such action, or non-atomic, refinements arise in a number
of settings quite naturally in addition to viewpoints or partial specification (see
[1]) and they allow initial specifications to be described independently of the
structure of the eventual implementation. The desired final structure can then
be introduced by non-atomic refinements which support a change of operation
granularity absent if we require conformity.
[24] discusses how action refinement can be supported in Z. In essence one
allows the implementing sequence to appear in the simulation rules, so that they
can be used to make step-by-step comparisons as before. We omit the details
here, see [27] for the technicalities, sufficient to note that they allow verification
of the examples above, and also naturally use the ideas of IO transformations
in order to come up with quite general transformations between abstract and
concrete.
The above is but a brief overview of some work on generalising refinement
that came out of the requirements of ODP. As can be seen, the main outcome
of this work is that the abstraction methods listed above can all be incorporated in generalisations of refinement, and that most of these generalisations
are orthogonal.
4. Integration of State-Based and Behavioural Specification
The ODP consistency checking problem (for example, between the viewpoints in the example above) brings with it the issue of reconciling state-based
specifications (such as Z, OCL, or state charts) with behaviourally based ones
(such as LOTOS and other process algebras, or sequence diagrams). In our
work on ODP we considered initially two approaches to this: the separated
use of each formalism in carefully constructed layers and templates [28], and a
translation approach, typically from behavioural to state-based formalisms [31].
4.1. Relating LOTOS and Z - and subsequent consistency checking
Comparing viewpoints written in LOTOS and Z requires that we bridge a
gap between completely different specification paradigms. Although both languages can be viewed as dealing with states and behaviour, the emphasis differs
between them. One solution is to adopt a more behavioural interpretation of
Z, and in [31] a translation between LOTOS and Z is described by defining a
common semantics for LOTOS and a subset of Z in an extended transition system, which is used to validate the translation from full LOTOS into Z [25]. The
essential idea behind the translation is to turn LOTOS processes into objects
in an OO version of Z, and hence if necessary into Z. We illustrate with a few
parts of the above example. The translation turns the data type definitions in
LOTOS into equivalent axiomatic definitions in Z. E.g., the definition of element
would be translated to a definition of element in Z:
[element]
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null : element
And the remaining part can be translated directly to an axiomatic declaration
in Z, viz:
[seq]
empty seq : seq
add : element × seq → seq
last : seq → element
∀ x , y : element, q : seq• last(add (x , empty seq)) = x
∧ last(add (x , add (y, q))) = last(add (y, q))
For the LOTOS behaviour expression each transition (which represents a
LOTOS action) becomes a Z operation schema with explicit pre- and postconditions to preserve the temporal ordering. The pre- and post-conditions are
derived from the start and end state of each transition together with the guard
of the transition. The data-typing content of a transition is incorporated into
the operation schema’s declaration.
For example, the above LOTOS viewpoint will be translated into a Z specification which contains operation schemas with names transmit and receive. The
operation schemas have appropriate inputs and outputs (controlled by channels ch? and ch!) to perform the value passing defined in the LOTOS process.
Each operation schema includes a predicate (defined over the state variable s)
to ensure that it is applicable in accordance with the temporal behaviour of the
LOTOS specification. Thus the behaviour expression in the above viewpoint is
translated to the following Z schemas.
State
s : {s0 , s1 , s2 , s3 }
in, out : seq
x : element

Init State
∆State

transmit
∆State
ch? : element

receive
∆State
ch! : element

s = s0 ∧ s ′ = s1 ∧ x ′ = ch?

(s = s0 ∧ s ′ = s2 ∧ ch! = null )∨
(in 6= out ∧ s = s0 ∧ s ′ = s3
∧ch! = last(in − out))

s ′ = s0
in ′ = empty seq
out ′ = empty seq
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i
∆State
(s = s1 ∧ s ′ = s0 ∧ in ′ = add (x , in) ∧ out ′ = out)∨
(s = s2 ∧ s ′ = s0 ∧ in ′ = in ∧ out ′ = out)∨
(s = s3 ∧ s ′ = s0 ∧ in ′ = in ∧ out ′ = add (last(in − out), out))
Because the translation is actually defined indirectly via a common semantic
model, recursion is dealt with by using an internal action, which is translated as
an internal Z operation with special name i . However, we can re-write it without
the internal action by replacing the three operation schemas by the following
two and then removing the state component s which has become redundant. In
order to reason about Z specifications which contain internal actions we need
to use weak Z-refinement discussed above (see also [26]), and the specification
without the above internal operation is weak Z-refinement equivalent to the
original.
transmit
∆State
ch? : element

receive
∆State
ch! : element

in ′ = add (ch?, in) ∧ out ′ = out

in ′ = in
(out ′ = out ∧ ch! = null )∨
(in 6= out ∧ ch! = last(in − out)∧
out ′ = add (ch!, out))

The two viewpoints are now both expressed in Z, and techniques for consistency checking can be applied, e.g., see those described in [5]. Normally this
involves constructing a least refined unification of the two viewpoints, in two
phases. In the first phase (“state unification”), a unified state space (i.e., a
state schema) for the two viewpoints has to be constructed. The essential components of this unified state space are the correspondences between the types
in the viewpoint state spaces. The viewpoint operations are then adapted to
operate on this unified state. At this stage we have to check that a condition
called state consistency is satisfied. In the second phase, called operation unification, pairs of adapted operations from the viewpoints which are linked by
a correspondence (e.g. Transmit and transmit) have to be combined into single
operations on the unified state. This also involves a consistency condition (operation consistency) which ensures that the unified operation is a refinement of
the viewpoint operations.
In the above example, the viewpoints turn out to be consistent. However,
with two minor but reasonable modifications they are not. Consider an alternative computational viewpoint with the following type of impatient receive
operation (here just given directly in Z):
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impreceive
∆State
m! : element
in ′ = in
(in = out ∧ out ′ = out ∧ m! = null )∨
(in 6= out ∧ m! = last(in − out) ∧ out ′ = hm!i a out)
If we also modify the engineering viewpoint’s receive operation to be total, by
making it have no effect outside its precondition except for returning a null , i.e.
T otReceive=Receive
b
∨ (¬ pre Receive ∧ ΞSection ∧ m! = null )
the resulting specifications become inconsistent. When the last section is empty,
but there is a message in some other section, T otReceive will insist that the
state remain unchanged. However, in that situation impreceive states that this
message should be added to out. Unsurprisingly, the only way to prevent this
situation and make these operations consistent is to ensure there is no more
than one section. . . clearly not what was intended by the viewpoint specifiers.
The translation approach induces a question for subsequent development
of the viewpoint specifications, namely the following. If specifications in different formalisms are initially consistent with each other, they can clearly be
developed “in opposite directions” to then become inconsistent; however, if the
development relations used are incompatible in nature such an effect is almost
unavoidable. Thus we also studied compatibility of refinement relations in various formalisms [32].
4.2. Integrating formal methods
Work in this area on ODP, on the emerging UML, and the general realisation
that different styles of specification work best for different aspects, led to an increased interest in“integrating formal methods”, with the conference series that
started in 1999 still ongoing, e.g. [2, 11]. There are two strands to this work, one
on integrating their semantics, and in particular understanding the relationship
between the differing notions of refinement, and another on integration of two,
or more, languages to derive a combined specification notation.
For example, work on the former includes that due to Josephs [50], He [47],
Woodcock and Morgan [67], Bolton and Davies [13, 14], Derrick and Boiten [29]
and Reeves and Streader [56]. That due to Josephs [50], He [47], Woodcock
and Morgan [67] defines a basic correspondence between refinement rules in Z
and the CSP failures-divergences refinement relation. Later work by Bolton and
Davies [13, 14], Derrick and Boiten [29] and Reeves and Streader [56] investigates
a direct correspondence between the relational semantic model that underpins
a state-based notation such as Z and process semantics, and includes specific
consideration of input and output which introduces some subtleties.
Work on integrating the notations, as opposed to the semantics, includes that
which combines Z and Object-Z [61] with process algebras such as CSP and CCS.
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For example, combinations of Object-Z and CSP have been investigated by a
number of researchers including Smith [60], Fischer [37] and Mahony and Dong
[52]. Other combinations of languages include those investigated by Galloway
[40], Treharne [65] and Sühl [64]. A survey of some of these approaches is given
in [38]. In this context, refinement relations that are compatible between statebased languages and process algebras are desired so that a uniform method of
refinement can be presented for integrated specifications.
Our more recent work in this area follows the ethos of the first strand,
and is based on a more fundamental integration of behavioural and state-based
specification, which we call “relational concurrent refinement” [29, 10, 30]. Behavioural formalisms have semantics that are typically given as sets of possible
observations. We encode these observations explicitly in a state-based (relational) formalism, in a way which ensures that relational refinement represents
the desired concurrency refinement relation. This has three very useful consequences:
• behavioural development relations can be verified in a stepwise manner
using the relational method of simulations (rather than through inclusion
of observation sets for entire processes);
• state-based formalisms like Z can be given non-standard semantics for
concurrency based interpretations;
• the various refinement relations in the relational and behavioural world
can be compared and contrasted within a single framework.
So far, relational concurrent refinement has been used to analyse many process algebra refinement relations, including internal actions and divergence, and
various refinement notions for state based systems and automata.
5. Conclusions
This has been a brief survey of the work on viewpoint consistency in ODP
which then influenced work on refinement and development relations, which in
turn led to increased work on integrated specification formalisms. Some of these
ideas have had further influence on aspects of informal software engineering such
as UML and MDD.
There has been another strand to work on formal methods and ODP which
we have not touched on in the above, namely the strand of work concerned with
formalising the ODP standard itself. The RM-ODP defines abstract languages
for the five viewpoints. Several research groups have worked on populating this
abstract framework with specific formal specification notations (e.g. [53, 20, 34]).
Other examples include [48], which describes an approach of using Z to represent
the formal semantics of some fundamental concepts of RM-ODP (Part 2) rather
than just of viewpoint-specific concepts. This is relevant because the viewpointspecific concepts are based on and substantially use the fundamental ones. See
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also [33], which uses category theory as a mathematical framework for formal
foundations of RM-ODP.
In addition, work on the ODP architectural semantics aims to provide interpretations of the abstract modelling and specification concepts in a number
of standardised formal description techniques [46, 59, 39]. The architectural
semantics aimed to provide the basis for uniform and consistent comparison
between formal descriptions of the same system or standard in different FDTs.
This again strengthens our motivation for developing realistic consistency checking techniques as described above.
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